The REAL State Of The Nation &
Party Policy Perspectives

It cannot be acceptable and deemed normal
When…

DEMOCRACY HAS BEEN HIJACKED


The people’s power ends at the polling station just after the voting.



Politicians lot it over the Citizens, they made themselves bosses while the true political bosses
are the citizens/voters



South Africa is in a silent dictatorship kind of state



Government leaders do not listen to the people and are arrogant



Corruption has robbed our country of an opportunity to better lives for all



The Bill of Rights is being so much eroded that building a house for citizens has become an electioneering tool rather that a right. People live in inhumane settlements and the government they
voted for does nothing but evict them without providing for alternative dwellings, CHAPTER 2 Bill
of Rights Section 26.1,2



Service delivery is a demanded thing rather than a responsibility of the government. Some Citizens are killed in protests marches!



Children in the townships are born on sewerage spills, grow up, go to school, graduate and get
married…still will the sewer in their streets and in their yards. Another violation of the Bill of
Rights, Section 24.



Patients die in hospitals, where they are supposed to live. Not because of the illness but because
of lack of proper care, medication and negligence. Violation of Section 27



The Citizens are not safe, even in their own homes



Drugs are killing our young people and no one seems to care



Hawkers, earning clean living, are harassed by the metro cops who follow the BLIND bylaws.



Our education system has no upward mobility. It only creates a desert of unemployment



When churches are being gradually silenced and repeatedly harassed only to be ‘appreciated’
just before election times.

CHANGE will together with the concerned society formations mobilize massive socio-political Citizen
campaigns to force the sitting government to heed to the VOICE of the people. The people must
RULE. We aim at changing all these and to redirect the rampant ship. Human dignity shall be restored and full democracy shall be recouped.
Our policy document reads:

YOUTHS


Our young people are trapped in a cycle and psyche of entitlement and dependency perpetuated by
their own Government.



A 25 year old being on a RDP housing list while they are supposed to be shaping their future with
great hopes, and not be reliant on Government.



Girls are given destructive alternatives that if they can’t pass matric or get accepted into institutions of
higher learning they may have children and turn to social grant (Sassa) as the ‘blesser’.



Turning to substance abuse in big numbers due to hopelessness and the uncurbed rampant drug
dealings in the communities which are destroying the potential and destinies of our young people. Especially the African child!



Are unruly and disobedient to their parents and elders. Thanks to the Children’s Right Act syndrome.

CHANGE says: Given the current economic slide and lacklustre performance of the SA economy, the
day may be near when the unthinkable happens - the SASSA grants for children will soon collapse or be
reviewed or even be the first to be cut. The RDP housing scheme is already in trouble hence there are
no more new houses being built except those build for electioneering purposes to benefit the governing
party.. Has Government prepared our people for this probability?






We will have empowerment programmes to encourage youths to be independent and to shape their
future.
Those benefiting from the social grant will be motivated to empower themselves through training in
Government sponsored centres and programmes in partnership with the private sector.
This will enable them to upgrade their studies to cater for shifts in the global marketplace and be relevant for the 4th Industrial Revolution, forming co-operatives, and seeking jobs.
Although the RDP housing system is to some extent helpful in preventing our people from being destitute and homeless, this should be the very last resort for our youths to jump into.
CHANGE advocates for youth mental emancipation through a system that will teach through the
schooling system civic education and personal empowerment. This will ensure that South Africa
reaps the full potential of its youths.

It must be noted that CHANGE will not stop social grants for children but will strive to gradually pull
the mothers out of a system of dependency. We view these grants as giving false hope to our sisters
and daughters and thereby robbing them of a great future. Every girl has a dream for a brighter future
with their own house and car, SASSA cannot offer this. Our economic policy speaks to this.
 There is no young person who ever plans to end up being a drug addict. Factors like broken family
ties, parents’ rights on raising children being eroded through Government interventions and legislation are some of the issues that bring about this scourge in our society. CHANGE will initiate and lead
massive ‘child-parent’ reconciliation and ‘adopt a young person’ mentoring campaigns to try to curb
this problem. Someone must listen to this young people and help them out of this addiction…
CHANGE will fill the space.


SAFETY and SECURITY


The citizens are not safe in their own streets and in their own homes.



Criminals have it all in prison (at taxpayers’ expense) while their victims and law abiding citizens
live in conditions of squalor.



Some elements of the SA Police Service (SAPS) cannot protect the citizens because they said to
be corrupt and in the pockets of drug lords and criminal elements.



Gender-based violence and abuse of children is on the increase.



The police can't deal effectively with crime



If this trend continues then SAPS will become irrelevant and anarchy will reign and it will be survival of the fittest across the country, as is the case already in some communities.

CHANGE will fire incompetent and underperforming SAPS directors and managers, just as it
happens with underperforming CEOs of state owned entities (SOEs). The problem lies with the leadership.
CHANGE says: prisons should not be luxurious for prisoners; criminals will feel the harshness of
their crimes and will be made state tools used to help save the country’s huge expenditures by doing
public works as it used to be the case in the old days. Prisons will not be nice and attractive.

DEATH PENALTY
The rate of murder, serious crimes in general, is skyrocketing. The murder statistics as of 2018/19
is at 21022 compared to 16767 in 2009.This is due to a number of factors e.g. lack of effective deterrents for criminal activities, attractive imprisonment coupled with education benefits, luxuries and
comfort. A case study is in our neighbouring Botswana where the rate of serious crime is very low.
In Botswana when one commits murder, they get same sentence, the same applies to drug dealings. This is the reason why Botswana is still a safer country today. CHANGE says if Death Penalty is an effective crime deterrent in other countries it may as well be effective in South Africa. We
will use these countries as our case study and learn from them.

CHANGE is pro Capital Punishment. The 2019 accelerations of gender -based and children
murders saw citizens’ lobby groups call for the return of capital punishment. This is a clear indication that the nation has had enough of crime and they want immediate effective solutions. We say
let the citizens decide on this issue through a referendum. CHANGE will lead the citizens into massive demand for their voices to be heard over the issue. The government should not be begged to
listen; it is their primary duty to listen to its citizens (bosses). CHANGE will bring back this democratic system, the people will govern.

We acknowledge lack of faith in the judiciary and the contradictions in Chapter 2 Bill of
Rights, Section 11, ‘Everyone has the right to life’. This section, in our view, is biased in the
sense that it doesn’t speak to what happens to one who contempt’s this act by depriving another’s
life except for
imprisonment. CHANGE will therefore call for the amendment of this to “Everyone has the right
to life. Whoever takes a life shall forfeit his or her own life”. This shall be a fair redress and a
clear message to those committing such crimes.
We also acknowledge loud concerns with regards the loopholes in the judiciary system and the
state, as in incompetence with regards to investigations, wrongful arrests and sentencing, possible
corruption etc. Although not founded (as yet), CHANGE says before we bring back the death penalty we should first have confidence in our judiciary. All the shortfalls should be closed. We will
learn from successful countries.

ECONOMY










The economy is job-shedding.
Economic benefits do not trickle down to the vast majority.
A shrinking tax base which is already overburdened.
There’s no credible stewardship of government resources.
The treasury is looted to create a crop of new dawn capitalists and ‘corruptocrats’.
No accountability in state owned entities with no impetus in prosecution of the guilty and the
corrupt, despite mounting evidence.
Billions of Rands are used to bail out corruption and incompetence.
Some politicians are hard core defenders of corruption but are still seen as heroes and heroines.
The BEE (a very good transformation program) has been tainted and abused as replacement of
skills and expertise with poor corrupt hungry political links who only eyed the cookie jar rather
than looking into the betterment of people’s life.

CHANGE advocates for economic ideologies bringing about hope and prosperity, employmentcreating economy, raising the living standards for all South Africans, rescuing us from the economic collapse and restoring the country to its former economic glory. The capitalist economic system
remains the most efficient by far in in SA (compared to other systems) of creating jobs and wealth
(albeit for the rich to be richer). Whether a capitalist system is popular or not, it puts bread on many
tables. The system has taken over the global governments that they are bound to intricately operate within the dictates of the system. Car manufacturers, mining, pharmaceutical companies, food
suppliers, technology, shopping centres/retail stores, chemical industries…all operate within the
system. In as much as we may desire a socialist state we know this will not be implemented without painful casualties. In any event, every economic modus operandi will centre on capitalism. We
will need capitalism to inject money into socialism! A capitalists is simply a successful businessman/woman…we all encourage successful businesses. We are however not ignorant of the exploitation and disproportionate distribution of gains in a capitalist system, that is why our policy position
is unequivocal when it comes to regulating this system.

CHANGE says: our economy is in dire straits. We cannot continue like a buck caught in the headlights.
1. Identify the economic drivers and give them all necessary support to make them thrive. The textile industry,
steel production, agriculture, manufacturing, small business and township economy have the potential to restore SA’s economic glory.
2. Give jobs to South Africans first, in all sectors including in low-skill positions, e.g. fuel stations, restaurants,
factories, etc. South Africans must be first.
3. Reduced Corporate Tax. Cut taxes for corporates and let them use excess funds to expand their businesses
and to ensure intended results, this would be done through a package of incentives for job creation. This will
result in job creation and will also boost investor confidence. This will be monitored to ensure that businesses are accountable and do not abuse the system. Also provide incentives for big businesses to help grow
small businesses and township enterprises. This will boost local business.
4. Gradually cut imports and support local business and manufacturing. All countries capitalizing on SA’s ailing
economy are taking care of their populations. South Africa imports many items, which leads to a negative
term of trade position and a leakage of much needed foreign exchange reserves. CHANGE says South Africa has great potential of becoming Africa’s economic powerhouse with her own value-added products.
5. Rehabilitation of Mines. Mining used to be SA’s leading economic driver. Many mines have closed not because they have run out of minerals in the ground but because it was getting more expensive to mine. This
due to high taxation, policy uncertainty and failing infrastructure in local municipalities. CHANGE says South
Africa should nurture the mining sector and recapture its glory as a global mining hub. Mining in South Africa
should benefit South Africa first.
6. Rehabilitation and reopening of shut factories. A lot of factories have closed and massive buildings are
abandoned. We say government must empower small business to occupy these factories and make them
work again.
7. Encourage SMME-Public-Private Partnerships
8. Review the Black Economic Empowerment program. It was actually supposed to be a sunset program. If it
only perpetuated the milking of the treasury and enriching the few elitists it should have been stopped long
ago.
9. Kill the poisonous ‘cadre deployment’ and put people with relevant skills and expertise in delicate positions
of the State Owned Enterprises and in government structures…this irrespective of the skin colour. After all,
South Africa belongs to all. We can’t afford the pseudo reversal of racial segregation.

RURAL MINES
It is an irrefutable fact that the minerals in the rural areas should benefit the communities on those mines.
It is a shame that currently, those communities suffer the exploitation of the unscrupulous mining operators and do not get the full value and benefit of that mineral wealth. They are the passive shareholders
who are taken advantage of. The government is silent.
CHANGE Under these communities will benefit proportionally from these mines as it is their own
wealth. Moving them from their villages of birth and building them new houses is a blatant form of bribery,
they deserve full benefits. CHANGE will call for the review of laws governing the mineral rights. South
Africa can’t be so impoverished while sitting upon mineral wealth.
EDUCATION


Current system sets our children up for failure with many pupils being pushed through the system with very
little useful skills just to give politicians bragging rights that more pupils are passing matric. Not mentioning
an appalling pass mark.



Not preparing learners for the relevant careers.
No upward mobility
Our children are being primed for indoctrination through Comprehensive Sexual Education (CSE) despite
the citizens’ objections.
Teachers fear learners and learners fear learners. Schools are unsafe – rapes, assaults and even murders
are not uncommon.
NSFAS failing to cushion our poor and ensure access to higher education for the majority of our people.
They masquerade as student saviour but they are politically connected.








CHANGE will implement what we call ‘Customer Based Education’ system. The employers, as
the ultimate ‘buyers’ of skills, will form part of the education stakeholders. This will help in designing a curriculum geared for the 21st Century labour market deemed essential according to the employers’ projected demand and in making our children globally competitive. Learners should be job
-ready from matric, having benefited from a relevant curriculum from lower grades.



CHANGE says every school should have a social worker to help learners who need such services.
In a country such as ours where learners have to deal with so much trauma in their homes and
their communities and other social ills, this will greatly assist in providing a safety net for our vulnerable learners.



The tertiary institutions will have practical lessons to get students ready for job integration. This will
also position our education system as an economic feeder. It currently feeds the already overpopulated desert of unemployment.



We will also call for an education review conference to deal with the poor outcomes from our education system over the past 25 years. Will also call for the scrapping of the shameful pass-mark of
30 per cent in our schools.



With regard to CSE, CHANGE will call for the reversal of CSE. This curriculum is un-African and
not SA’s initiative but a fad that SA has been caught up in under the guide of United Nations (UN).
Also, parents and teachers were not consulted, and it is a useless subject aimed at destroying children by enticing them into premature sexual activities and it is again a way of encouraging abortion.



CHANGE will return to educators their ‘parental’ authority over learners. It cannot be normal when
teachers are afraid of learners, it contaminates the learning environment.
CORRUPTION









Is seems to be a way of fortifying the political bureaucracy and current.
Commissions of Inquiry are instituted and no one seems to be held accountable or face the consequences.
Everyone seems to be so corrupt to hold another accountable.
Whistle-blowers are victimised.
Has become a way to pay back the comrades.
No serious effort is made to recoup misappropriated funds.
The saying is true ‘corruption ends when there is nothing left to steal’
CHANGE will enforce a culture of good corporate governance. We note that corruption is
rife in government departments and SOEs than it is in the private sector.

1. We will declare corruption a crime against the state and all those suspected/implicated will be arrested and tried. By this, the many Inquiry Commissions of will cease…the courts will do their job.
2. CHANGE will demand that the commissions of inquiry deliver results and not serve as a whitewash.
3. CHANGE will cut the middlemen between the municipalities and the community in the delivery of
services. This is where corruption is mainly rooted. It cannot be that municipalities who employed
qualified technicians and engineers should give a tender to someone or to a company that will in
turn charge the municipality millions of Rands to restore electricity and to close potholes when the
state already has people in its employ charged with the same responsibilities.
4. Under CHANGE all public works related jobs will be administered by the Department of Public
Works which will work with its provincial counterparts, and the municipalities will have the performance monitoring units to implement and monitor the projects. Non-performing municipal workers
shall be dealt with, and stringent performance management measures shall be applied.
5. With this the country will save a lot of money that is currently leaking from the system due to the
use of middlemen who in turn represent other middlemen. This way, the nerve centre of corruption
shall be dismantled, at least at the municipal level.
HEALTH


Public healthcare facilities are in a crumbling state.



Overcrowding forces patients to resort to sleeping on the floor.



There are major staff shortages and inadequate resources.



There is a high number of mortalities reported due to negligence and lack of medication. This
means people die where they are supposed to live



Waiting time for patients to receive medical attention averages 6 hours.



Primary health care facilities closing early



Lack of customer care on the part of medical staff, e.g. bad treatment such as verbal and physical
abuse, tragically exhibited by the chaining of an elderly patient to a bench. We all know there's too
much abuse in our public hospitals .






CHANGE will resource and capacitate the clinics and make them operational 24/7.
Train more medical staff. Have incentive structures to retain doctors.
Put more resources and essential equipment to hospitals. Separate the medicine dispensing centre
into chronic, injuries and day patient centres. Do the same with the registration centres / receptions.
Fire incompetent and underperforming CEO’s and managers. Deal drastically with staffers ill-treating
the patience.
SOCIAL COHESION













Parents fear their own sons and daughters due to legislation rendering parents impotent to discipline
children and the usurping of parental powers by the State which determines how parents can raise
their own children.
Disregard for moral and social norms of the majority of the citizens.
The killing of the unborn is legalised.
The anti-Biblical legislations that are radically imposed on believers in the God the of the Holy Bible.
Untacled moral decay,

CHANGE will review all the laws rendering parents helpless
CHANGE will reduce if not cut completely the state’s unnecessary interventions into our homes. The
government is not capacitated to teach parents how to raise their children
CHANGE will defend the rights of Christians
CHANGE will bring back sons and daughters to their parents. WE will have social groups led by
community activists, believers in God who has the sense of moral fibre as we believe God is the author of morals.
RELIGION



The Church is under siege with encroachment on its turf by the CRL commission’s continued scrutiny of the Church and the Commission’s prescripts for church operations.
The government disregards the Church as a key stakeholder in society.
Churches are being held at ransom by Municipal Councillors and Metro property managers who pay
allegiance to the ruling party.
Churches are being told what to preach and to accommodate the anti-Biblical laws enforced by the
State.
The voice of the Church is being slowly silenced.
Churches and Christians are used as voting stooges just to be dumped afterwards.



The church has the right to be, enshrined in the Bill of Rights.





CHANGE will defend all churches from being persecuted by the government.
We will get all the Christians groupings together and map a way as to how we can best serve them
The state will be told to deal directly with the unruly elements hiding behind the pulpits…and leave
our priests, pastors and leaders alone.
We will at the same time encourage the church leaders to do ‘good’ and not take advantage of the
flock.
CHANGE will encourage corporation and unity among all the denominations …the ZCC, Methodists, Bazalawane, Shembe, St Johns, Zionists, Apostolics and all the African independent churches. We will defeat the enemy if we stand together.










